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The internationally bestselling series, with over 500,000 copies sold!Extreme crime needs
extreme measures.DCI Kett is back, heading Norfolk Constabulary’s brand-new Extreme Crime
Task Force.And it’s just in time.The body of a woman bound in thorns has been discovered in
Norwich’s historic Cow Tower. In her mouth is a severed finger wrapped in a scrap of red cloth,
and the first few lines of a fairy tale.“Once upon a time, a young maiden waited to be saved from
a hideous monster.”The finger belongs to another missing woman, and if Kett, Porter and
Savage want to find her alive they must follow a chain of blood-drenched riddles, each victim
leading to the next and each crime more horrific than the last.Because this killer is telling a story,
and he’ll do anything to stop it having a happy ending.Join DCI Kett, DI Porter and DC Savage
on their most dangerous and disturbing case yet, in the internationally bestselling series that
Thrilling Fiction calls “the most addictive and action-packed crime saga you’ll ever read.”Binge
the series now:PAPER GIRLSBAD DOGTHREE LITTLE PIGSWHIP CRACKRUN RABBIT
RUNSTONE COLD DEADEVERY MOTHER'S SONSWEET BRIAR ROSEJAW
BREAKERKNOCK KNOCK (coming soon)Alex Smith wrote his first book when he was six. It
wasn’t particularly good, but it did have some supernatural monsters in it. His latest books, the
DCI Robert Kett thrillers, have monsters in them too, although these monsters are very human,
and all the more terrifying for it. In between, he has published thirteen novels for children and
teenagers under his full name, Alexander Gordon Smith—including the number one bestselling
series Escape From Furnace, which is loved by millions of readers worldwide and which is soon
to become a motion picture. He lives in Norwich with his wife and three young daughters.

From the AuthorI assume that anyone who reads this book will realize that it is a memoir.
Memoirs generally address professional and public interests and are written in first person.I
have divided the book's topic - Israel's foreign trade administration - into eleven chapters, all of
which are intertwined with one another as well as with the emerging issues. As there is much to
be said (and I relied chiefly on my own memory), I was unable to cover everything, and fell short
of addressing every important person and event along the way.Why, then, did I decide to publish
the book nevertheless?I will allow a greater man to speak for me. Buddha's students tell that
during one of his lessons, he said, "know that all things must pass, except for those which we
have given to others. Those things can never be taken away."And so, I agree with Buddha's wise
words. I wish to share with you the information and experiences I have gathered since that day in
the 1970's when I began to work for Israel's Foreign Trade Administration.This book contains
useful information accumulated over long years of experience in international negotiation. I
believe it can be of aid to anyone who works in the field, not only in Israel but around the world.
The materials in the book cannot be found in any formal textbooks, and veteran experience is



crucial to successors. The book also includes informative, and sometimes even amusing,
anecdotes.I have no doubt that it will draw and interest many people all over the world who have
been asking the question, "how did young Israel do it?!"
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SWEET BRIAR ROSEA DCI ROBERT KETT NOVELALEX SMITHSWEET BRIAR
ROSEPublished Worldwide by Relentless Media.This edition published in 2021.Copyright ©
2021 by Alex SmithThe right of Alex Smith to be identified as the author of this work has been
asserted in accordance with the Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988.All rights reserved. No
part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means,
including information storage and retrieval systems, without written permission from the author,
except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.All characters and events in this book are
entirely fictional. Any references to historical events, real people, or real locales are used
fictitiously. Other names, characters, places, and incidents are the product of the author's
imagination, and any resemblance to actual events or locales or persons, living or dead, is
entirely coincidental.Edited by Hanna Elizabeth2.9.0ALSO BY ALEX SMITHThe DCI Robert
Kett ThrillersKnock Knock(Available to preorder soon)Cry Baby: A NovellaThe Softley Softley
ThrillersHard Luck House (Coming Soon)Other BooksFor JacquelineCONTENTSA Note From
AlexPROLOGUECHAPTER ONECHAPTER TWOCHAPTER THREECHAPTER
FOURCHAPTER FIVECHAPTER SIXCHAPTER SEVENCHAPTER EIGHTCHAPTER
NINECHAPTER TENCHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER THIRTEENCHAPTER
FOURTEENCHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER SEVENTEENCHAPTER
EIGHTEENCHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER TWENTY-ONECHAPTER
TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-
FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-
EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-NINECHAPTER THIRTYCHAPTER THIRTY-ONECHAPTER
THIRTY-TWOCHAPTER THIRTY-THREECHAPTER THIRTY-FOURCHAPTER THIRTY-
FIVECHAPTER THIRTY-SIXIf you enjoyed Sweet Briar Rose…DCI Kett Returns in…JAW
BREAKERPROLOGUECHAPTER ONEAbout the AuthorSign Up For DCI Kett Exclusives!A
NOTE FROM ALEXDear reader,I sincerely hope this note finds you healthy and happy and
hopeful!It has been a busy few months for me, and not entirely in a good way! I had eye surgery
in September, and a complication meant that for a few weeks I couldn’t see much at all—
including my laptop screen! It’s getting better, but I can’t remember many times in my life where I
have been more terrified!Luckily, things are much less blurry now, and it has been great finding
out what happens next to Robbie, his family, and the team. Writing these books has given me so
much pleasure during such a difficult couple of years, they really have made life bearable and
provided an escape from reality. I have you to thank for giving me the opportunity to continue
creating these stories. If you weren’t reading them, I wouldn’t be able to write them! So a huge
and heartfelt thank you from me to you for joining me on this brand new case.I have lived in this
city my whole life, so I hope local people will excuse me for taking certain liberties with certain
buildings!As always, the timeline in this series is almost current, which means the events in
Sweet Briar Rose take place in November 2020. As you will notice, there is no pandemic in this



series of books. I want the story to seem utterly real, but I also want them to continue to be an
escape—for me and for you. So even though there are plenty of terrible things in DCI Kett’s
world, Covid isn’t one of them.Let’s hope the same can be said about our world very
soon.Sending the very best of wishes to you and your loved ones from here in
Norwich.AlexPROLOGUEFridayAs far as Kevin Dufrane was concerned, Friday nights were
made for fishing.Not fishing for fish, obviously. Fishing for women.The problem was that he was
about as good at catching women as he was at catching fish—and he was a lousy
fisherman.Kevin sighed, shifting his considerable weight on the uncomfortable barstool. Thanks
to some hipster nonsense it was made from a bicycle seat and it felt as if it had wedged itself
halfway up his backside. But he didn’t want to move because the pub was crammed and he felt
self-conscious enough as it was.Self-conscious and worried, because the other problem Kevin
had was that people seemed to be quite good at fishing for him.Catfishing, that was.He’d never
even heard of the word catfish until the day it had plopped out of his mother’s ugly, flapping
mouth. He’d accidentally left his laptop open and the nosy cow had gone through his messages
like he was thirteen years old, not twenty-eight. Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, the whole
damn lot of them. When he’d got home, stinking of fish from the supermarket, everything aching,
she’d actually laughed in his face.“You do realise that girl you’re talking to probably in’t even a
girl,” she’d said. “It’ll be some hairy-arsed biker tryin’ to catfish you.”He’d had to look it up on
Google, and even then he was none the wiser. And the really shitty thing about it all was that his
mum had been right. Melanie, the girl he’d been talking to for three months, who’d sent dozens
of photos of her perfect face and perfect smile, who’d balanced her time between teaching
orphans how to read and training to be a brain surgeon while also volunteering at animal
shelters around the world, who’d seemed far too good to be real…Well, she hadn’t been real at
all.She’d been Dave. A hairy-arsed biker from Hull.But this time it was different.Enya was
different.Kevin swirled the last inch of beer in the glass then downed it. It was warm because it
had been sitting there for a good hour, but he didn’t really have the money for another one,
especially if he and Enya were going to go to the cinema or head out for dinner. He’d had to take
out his last two-hundred pounds in cash to give her, to help with her emergency fund for getting
away from her parents. And he’d already offered to pay for everything, the way a gentleman
should.In Enya’s last message, sent that afternoon on Messenger, she’d told him she probably
wouldn’t have long. Her dad was an RAF pilot on one of his rare visits home, and she found it
hard to get away from him. He was an ogre, apparently, who didn’t want his daughter to find true
love.It didn’t matter how long they had. He was just grateful for the chance to finally meet her
after spending so long talking online.Enya was his soulmate. It had only been two weeks since
she’d first messaged him, but he was sure of it. She enjoyed the same things as him, she
listened to the same music, she liked video games and trains, and she hated her parents the
same way he hated his. He couldn’t have asked for a better person to hook up with, to maybe fall
in love with, to spend the rest of his life with. And she was fit, too, like proper fit. A model.It’ll be
some hairy-arsed biker tryin’ to catfish you, he heard his mum say.“Not this time,” he replied,



speaking into the empty glass. “Enya’s the real deal.”“What’s that, mate?” asked the barman. He
was annoyingly young and handsome, veins running up and down his arms the way they never
had on Kevin’s, even though he worked on the Morrison’s fish counter every day and ached like
a bastard every night. “You ready for another one?”Kevin shook his head, checking his phone. It
was coming up for eight, and that realisation made him feel like he’d just necked a pint of ice
water. He actually shivered, the barstool rocking beneath him.“Can’t,” he said. “Got a
date.”“Right,” said the barman, and the way he looked Kevin up and down made Kevin want to
leap over the bar and smack him right in the chops. Not that he’d be able to, of course. He’d end
up falling on his arse, no doubt about it, then the barman would laugh him out the door.He held
up his phone instead, where a photo of Enya waited for him on the lock screen. It was one of the
first pictures she’d sent him: her sitting on a picnic table in a white string vest and short shorts.
One hand was pushing the hair back from her eyes, the other was held out, palm up, finger
extended as if she was about to beckon him. It made his heart melt every time he saw it. It
snatched the air from his lungs.He thrust the phone at the barman.“With her,” he said.“Sure,” the
guy replied, drawing the word out.Fuck you, Kevin thought as he climbed off the stool, his arse
numb. Fuck you sideways and upside down and back to front then fuck your mother too.He gave
the man a smug smile then turned and made for the exit. He’d only had one pint and he’d taken
an hour to drink it, but it had gone straight to his head. It had been a brutal shift at work and he’d
been too nervous to have any dinner, spending an hour in the shower instead to try to shift the
smell of dead fish.It was pitch black outside and he checked his reflection in the window. He
looked like the ghost that was supposed to haunt this pub, his plump cheeks sallow, his hair
creeping back from his forehead, his eyes dark pits. For a second, the courage fled him. He
could literally feel it flowing out like a plug had been pulled.She already knows what you look
like, he told himself. And it was true. Enya had seen dozens of photos of him over the last couple
of weeks, although of course he’d only sent the good ones. It wasn’t like they’d ever video called
each other. It hadn’t been possible, because Enya had told him how when she wasn’t travelling
the world she lived in a mansion in the middle of nowhere and the internet connection was
shit.Kevin opened the door, ducking beneath the low lintel and almost tripping up the steps on
the other side. The wind was waiting, battering him with fistfuls of fallen leaves and hurling grit
into his eyes. It was November, and after a mild autumn the winter had descended like Thor’s
frozen hammer. He put one hand to his thinning hair like that might make any difference at all,
pushing past the empty outdoor tables into the car park of the Adam and Eve.It was a short walk
to the river, the path practically deserted other than a couple of miserable dog walkers. By the
time he reached the water, the rain had started, a fine mist that soaked him to the bone within
seconds.“Great,” he muttered, upping his speed. He’d half hoped to take Enya for a walk up to
the cathedral, maybe stop for food outside somewhere. But the heavens were determined to
take a giant shit on him, as always. “Well fuck you and your mother. Sideways.”The further he got
from the pub, the darker it grew. There were streetlights, but not many, and the pools of darkness
that separated them were huge. It was like somebody had scratched those parts of the world out



of existence completely. Anyone could have been sitting there, hiding there, waiting for
somebody like him to walk past. Why had they arranged to meet here? It had been Enya’s idea,
he knew that much. He stuffed his hands into his trouser pockets, feeling his wallet and his
phone in one and his keys and his inhaler in the other. If anyone tried to rob him he’d kick the shit
out of them.Yeah, right, came his mum’s voice, and he almost answered her back when a figure
broke out of the shadows, running right for him. Kevin actually screamed and ducked, his fingers
scrabbling in the wet dirt as the man thundered closer, closer, then pounded past.“Sorry!” the
guy yelled over his shoulder, his reflective gear blazing as he passed the light.“I was…” Kevin
called back, choking on spit as he stood. “I dropped my… my coins. I was picking them up!”But
the jogger was gone.“Twat,” Kevin said, his heart booming in his ears, the loudest sound in the
night.He pushed on, hollowed out by adrenaline. The river moved with him, the soft noise of it
like snoring, as if it was fast asleep. Across the water, an audience of houses watched him with
brightly lit eyes and he had to push away the notion that they were laughing. He took a couple of
deep breaths, puffing them out through his lips. His fingertips had gone numb and he flapped his
hands, trying to remember how far away Cow Tower was, and what it looked like.And just like
that, it peeled its way from the night.It was huge, much bigger than he remembered it being from
the few times he’d passed it. He couldn’t see the top, even though there were more lights here.
The trees held their branches in front of it like they were doing their best to hide something, and
another gust of wind churned a second river of leaves and dirt, driving him back.He swallowed
past the lump in his throat, coughing quietly. Pulling his phone out, he saw that eight o’clock had
come and gone three minutes ago. Had he missed her? Had she thought he wasn’t coming and
already left?“Fuck,” he said, trying to unlock his phone with wet fingers. He didn’t have Enya’s
number because her mum was in British Intelligence and she couldn’t let mobile phones in the
house, but he checked Facebook to see that there were no new messages. She would have told
him if she was leaving, wouldn’t she? Kevin cleared his throat again, approaching the giant tower
like a knight about to enter a dragon’s castle.“Enya?” he said, the word torn to shreds by the
wind, hurled into the night. “Enya?” he tried again, louder this time.Footsteps from the path. He
squinted into the dark, seeing the river dogleg to the right, heading south. Two men were walking
towards him, each holding a beer can.“Enya!” one of them shouted, and both of them broke into
a wheezing chorus of laughter as they passed.Wankers, Kevin thought, although he kept the
word as far from his lips as possible in case they heard it and came after him. He waited until the
sound of their footsteps had faded before turning his attention back to the tower. There was only
one entrance, and even from where he stood he could see that it was locked with a padlock as
big as his hand. The gate was as old as the tower, and darkness leaked out of it, polluting the
night. He fumbled with his phone, trying to get the torch to work.“Come on, you bellend,” he
said.It pinged to life, doing little other than illuminating the drizzle. Kevin aimed it at the brick
tower as he walked, looking for a way in. There were no other doors, and the windows were too
high to reach even if they hadn’t been barred. It took less than twenty seconds to circle the
tower, and when he beamed the torch into the trees, the bushes, the river, he found no sign of



life at all.“Enya?” he said, feeling the rain creep down the back of his jacket, creep inside him—
that same cold dread he’d felt when he’d realised the truth about Melanie. “It’s me, Kev. Please,
Enya, don’t be scared.”Please be real.He walked to the gate, closer this time, his torch doing
battle with the shadows and losing. He wondered if there was a curtain on the other side,
because surely nothing on earth could be that dark. Then he shifted the phone and the inside of
the tower came into view.The wide, circular interior was deserted—no animals scurrying for
cover, no plants growing in the gravel, and certainly no Enya.It was starting to piss him off,
because he didn’t deserve to be treated this way—especially not by a woman. He took another
step, noticing that the gate wasn’t flush with the tower walls. It was set a little way inside, and it
wasn’t alone. There was a second gate to the right, at a ninety-degree angle to the first, and
through the gaps between the bars he saw a stone staircase spiralling upwards. This gate, too,
was padlocked.But the padlock was open, hanging there like a loose tooth.“Hello?” Kevin said.
“Enya? Are you up there?”Somebody answered him in a whisper and his skin shuddered so
much he thought the whole thing might just slide off his bones, leaving him chattering in the wind
like a Halloween skeleton. He leaned in, his ear almost against the metal. There was definitely a
voice, painfully quiet, as monotonous as a radio newsreader.Kevin stood back, considering his
options. Right now, the best of them seemed to be turning around and getting the hell out of
there. He lifted his phone, seeing Enya on the screen, that beautiful smile, that beckoning hand.
What if she was in there right now? What if she was hurt? Or what if—and here the warmth
rushed back into him with some ferocity—she was waiting for him, ready to move their
relationship to the next level?He shivered, swallowing.“I’m coming in,” he said, pushing the gate,
then pulling it when it wouldn’t budge. It opened with the squeal of a drunken brass band,
shuddering hard. The padlock came loose, thumping to the floor. And still that voice spoke to
him in hushed whispers, urging him on.He ducked through the door and tripped on the first step,
collapsing onto the spiral staircase. Something dug into his hand, razor-sharp. He aimed his
torch to see a scrap of plant, a bramble or a thorn, the barb root-deep in his palm.“Fuck,” he said,
angrier than ever. He used his teeth to pluck the barb from his skin, spitting out the bitterness of
it, the copper aftertaste of his own blood.He called Enya’s name again, the tower swallowing his
voice. It was swallowing him, too, gobbling him up one step at a time as he climbed. The voice
grew louder. Not a news reader but something else. A storyteller, maybe. The pitch of it rose and
fell, punctuated by ridiculous sound effects. He had to move carefully because there was no
handrail, and coils of blackberry tried to trip him. The vegetation was growing thicker, so much of
it that the stairs were almost invisible.The foot was almost invisible, too.Kevin angled the phone
and saw it just in time, poking from the brambles. It was bare, apart from the scratches that
crisscrossed the sole, and the jagged leaves that had caught between the toes. He stopped
walking, actually gasping with the shock of what lay before him. He moved the light up, following
the leg, seeing a Space Invader tattoo on the ankle, then a slim calf, a bare thigh. His heart
thumped at the promise of nudity before his gut caught up, almost cramping.He had to take
another step to see past the curve in the staircase, careful not to crush those exposed toes,



those long legs. The light rose past a blanket of thorns, wet with sap, up past naked shoulders,
past a slender neck, up and up and up to where two eyes found him.It was Enya. It was his girl,
the love of his life. The smile broke onto his face and he actually laughed.You’re real, he said to
himself. And the next thought hit him just as hard.You’re dead.Because she was. She was dead,
her eyes glassy and crawling with ants.She was dead.And still that singsong voice played on,
dropping from further up the steps.“… and what did the wicked fairy do next? Why, she put the
whole castle to sleep! The cats, the dogs, the mice, the frogs.”Kevin turned around, the walls too
close, the stairs too steep. Brambles wound their way around his ankles like they were living
things, pulling tight.“The cooks and the cleaners and all those brave knights, all dozing off
wherever they were standing!”And suddenly he was falling into the yawning darkness of the
tower while the lunatic voice broke into laughter behind him.“All asleep! All asleep! All
asleep!”CHAPTER ONESaturday“You’re looking good, DCI Kett.”Billie brushed her hands over
the shoulders of Robbie Kett’s brand new charcoal grey suit, pulling out a loose thread and
flicking it onto the kitchen floor. Light flooded through the window, the morning cold but eager,
the birds loud. Evie and Moira sat at the table, lost in whatever they were colouring in—Moira
using jam instead of crayons. The whole house smelled of toast and tea, the aroma somehow
both nostalgic for the past and hopeful for the future.Billie fiddled with the knot of Kett’s sky-blue
tie, loosening it a little so that he could breathe.“Thanks,” Kett said. “The suit’s going to take
some getting used to.”The job too, he thought.“You’re going to be great,” she replied, although
she didn’t meet his eye. It had been nearly six months since Superintendent Clare had asked
Kett to re-join the Force; six months of meetings and hearings and committees before the
request had finally been granted. Six months. 174 days. Not nearly long enough for Billie to
accept the idea of him being a copper again.But he knew that she was trying.She kissed him on
the lips, a kiss that tasted of strawberry jam.“It will work out,” she said. “It has to.”She smiled,
running her hand down his freshly shaven cheek then ruffling his unruly hair. He shied away with
a laugh.“Easy, Billie, you’re not my mum.”“But I am,” said Mary Kett as she walked into the
kitchen. It was almost as if she was a different woman to the one Kett had found in the Whytetail
commune, as if she’d cast away the cocoon of her old self and grown anew—taller, stronger,
brighter. Shooing Billie out of the way, she tightened his tie again. She licked her thumb and ran it
over the corner of his mouth. “You’ve still got jam on you, Robbie. This won’t do at all.”“Come on,
Mum,” he said, backing away so hard he hit the counter, knocking a teaspoon to the floor. “I’m
not a baby.”Evie and Moira laughed.“You are a baby,” said Evie. “My baby.”“I just want to make
sure you’re ready for your big day,” Mary said, repositioning her glasses on her nose. “You want
to look like you’re in charge, not like you’ve just climbed out of a pig sty.”“A pig sty?” Kett said.
“This suit is new!”“Have you brushed your teeth, Daddy?” Evie asked.“Good question, Evie,” said
Mary. “Teeth brushed?”“Yes. Of course.”“Hair brushed?” Evie said.“Yes, although you wouldn’t
think it,” Billie answered for him.“Fresh pants?” Evie asked, bursting into a fresh round of
laughter.“Fesh pants?” Moira echoed.“Fresh pants?” said Mary.“I have fresh pants every day!”
Kett replied, fuming.“That reminds me,” said Mary, taking a seat next to Moira. “Have I told you



about Robbie’s first day of primary school?”“Mum, don’t.”“Robbie loved Superman. He loved all
the superheroes, but especially Superman. And we couldn’t afford to buy him a costume so he
—”“Mum,” Kett said, a growl now.“He put on his red underpants over his trousers. And he went to
school like that.”“Right, pack your bags,” Kett said. “You’re moving out.”But nobody could hear
him over the laughter. He recovered the spoon from the floor and threw it into the sink, glowering
at his mother, then at his wife. He waited until he’d walked out of the kitchen before he let the
smile reach his face, the memory of that first day of school leaving its heat on his cheeks.He
patted his pockets to make sure his keys were there and grabbed his overcoat from the peg next
to the front door. By the time he’d pulled it on, everyone had followed him into the hallway.“What
do we say to Daddy?” asked Billie, holding Moira in her arms.“Love you,” Moira said,
grinning.Evie clung to her mum’s leg, her face full of worry.“I don’t want you to go,” she said. “I
want you to stay and read me stories.”“I will,” he said. “As soon as I’m back.”There was a
thumping from overhead and Alice appeared at the top of the stairs, Maggie the chinchilla
cradled in her arms.“Dad?” she said. “Don’t go.”“Daddy has to go,” Billie said.“No he doesn’t,”
said Evie, frowning.“Yeah, he’s going to die,” said Alice, as blunt as always.“Alice,” said Kett, a
little too firmly. “Don’t say that.”“He is going to be fine,” Billie said. “I don’t want him to go either. I
want to keep him here so that we don’t have to share him. But your daddy does something
important. He has a job to do. Other people need him, and that’s okay because he’s going to be
careful, isn’t he?”Kett nodded.“If he finds himself in danger he’s going to think about us, about all
of us. He’s going to do the right thing for his family, isn’t he?”“I am. I promise.”Kett put his hand on
the door but there he hesitated, looking at the people he loved most in the world. A sudden wave
of anxiety washed over him and he wondered if he should call Clare and tell him he’d changed
his mind, tell him that he’d made the wrong decision.But Billie was right. He had a job to
do.“We’re proud of you,” Billie said. “I mean it. I’m proud of you.”“Thanks,” Kett said. “Be good
while I’m gone, okay kids?”“No chance,” said Billie. “But we’ll be fine. I mean it, though. Be
careful. Be safe.”Kett opened the door, greeted with a cold, damp hug from outside.“I will,” he
said.No chance.It was like he’d never left.Kett walked through the doors of the Norfolk
Constabulary HQ and took a big breath of warm air. The place looked the same, sounded the
same, smelled the same too, and as he walked past the reception desk he wondered if he really
had been away for all that time, or if he’d dreamed it. None of it felt real, even the pain from
Keefe’s bullet had dulled—still there behind his ribs but so familiar now he sometimes went
hours without thinking about it. The scars of the last year were hidden beneath his new suit.
Right now, they didn’t matter.Nobody looked at him as he followed the corridors to the Major
Investigation Team’s offices, not so much as a double-take from the Uniforms and Detectives he
passed. The Whytetail case had been on the news for a week or so after they’d uncovered the
trafficking ring, with updates every time the police dismantled another part of the operation, but
Kett had stayed well out of it. Porter and Savage had taken the credit—rightly so—alongside
Superintendent Colin Clare. The whole country had celebrated them.He walked into the bullpen,
seeing half a dozen people sitting at their desks. It wasn’t even eight yet and the smell of coffee



hung heavy in the air. He made for Clare’s office only to hear a familiar wheezing voice.“The
prodigal son returns!”DI Keith Dunst was strolling out of the corridor leading to the toilet, still
zipping up his fly. He looked almost yellow in the harsh light, and he broke into a coughing fit
before he could get another word out.“How are you still going, Keith?” Kett asked as the other
man limped over. “You look like the walking dead.”“Just need another cigarette, sir,” Dunst said,
gorging a particularly phlegmy cough into his right hand before offering it to Kett.“Um… no,” Kett
said, patting the old DI on the shoulder. “But it’s good to see you. Where is everyone?”“Incident
Room,” Dunst said, smearing his palm down his trousers. “They’re waiting for you.”Kett nodded
his thanks and made his way to the other side of the bullpen, pushing through the door.
Superintendent Clare was perched on the desk at the front of the large room, the end of his
pencil so far up his hairy nose it looked like he was trying to lobotomise himself. Sitting at the
back of the room and whispering to each other like a couple of naughty children were DI Peter
Porter and DC Kate Savage. PC Aaron Duke sat on a chair at the front, a blank notepad open in
front of him and an expression of deep concentration on his heavily bearded face.The only other
person present was Richard Johnson, the irritating psychologist who Kett had spoken to after
the Paper Girls case, and who had led the campaign against him coming back to work.As one,
they all turned to look at him.“Morning,” he said, raising a hand in welcome.“Kett,” barked Clare,
the pencil still up his nose. “I was about to send out a search party.”“You won’t find me up there,
sir,” he said, closing the door behind him.Clare pulled the pencil free and slid it into his pocket,
then he pushed himself off the desk and started pacing. He was wearing an ordinary suit jacket
with a pair of trousers that seemed two sizes too big for him, but Kett didn’t want to ask if it was
anything to do with the now legendary trouser incident at Whytetail.“Take a seat, DCI Kett,” Clare
said. “Let’s get this party started. Everyone, you know why you’re here.”Kett walked to the row of
desks in front of Porter and Savage, nodding to them.“Good to see you, sir,” Savage whispered
as he sat down.“Things are going to shit out there,” Clare continued, his brash voice echoing off
the walls. “People are getting worse. Crime is getting worse. We’ve seen it ourselves, with
Stillwater and Percival and Figg and those newspaper girls. With the Bad Dog case, with Kett
and his pig-faced bogeyman. With those poor young men sacrificed on the stones. And with the
trafficking ring you all broke open earlier this year. These are cases we might have seen once a
decade, but this has all been in the space of a year and change. I don’t know what’s going on but
I do know that we are the thin blue line that stands between monsters like that and the good,
decent people of this county and this country.”“I wonder how many times he rehearsed this,”
Porter muttered.“I debated for a long time about whether to set up a unit like this,” the
Superintendent went on. “A unit with the power and the authority to go after the very worst of
humankind. But I know now that we have no choice. I said it to you before, that sometimes in
order to catch a monster, you have to send a monster.”Clare looked at Kett.“I don’t think you’re a
monster, Robbie. Far from it. You’re a good man, but you’re also a man who won’t stop, a man
who isn’t afraid of doing monstrous things. As much as I hate it, I know that sometimes that’s
what it takes.”At this, Richard Johnson raised a hand and opened his mouth. Clare shut him up



with a look.“You’ll get your turn, Dick,” he said.Another hand shot up, this one belonging to Duke.
He was scribbling something in his notebook.“Can you slow down a bit?” the PC said. “What
came after the bit about the worst of humankind?”“You don’t have to take notes, Constable,”
Clare said, although Duke showed no sign of stopping.“I really think now is the time to go over
some ground rules,” said Johnson, turning to the room, one hand stroking his long, downy beard.
“This will be a specialist unit within the police, but it doesn’t mean that you have free rein to do
whatever you like. My job is to go over some basic health and safety requirements that you will
all need to follow.”Porter groaned.“For example, Robbie, if you find yourself in a confrontation
with a suspect, what is the correct course of action for you to take?”“Uh…” said Kett. “What kind
of confrontation?”“Richard, I said you’d get your turn,” Clare said, but the other man wasn’t
listening.“Say you’re both in a room and the suspect grabs hold of your jacket.”“If it’s that jacket, I
think you should just give it to him,” said Porter.“What do you mean?” Kett said, swivelling in his
chair. “This is a new suit.”“New to you?” Porter said with a frown. “But handed down from your
elderly grandmother?”“Kett!” said Johnson.“Richard!” said Clare. “This is my bit. Your health and
safety bollocks can wait.”“I don’t think things like this can wait,” Johnson said, infuriatingly calm.
“Anger management is a primary focus of my therapy, and Robbie here is in dire need of it. So,
Robbie, what do you do?”Kett looked at Clare, who was fuming quietly, then at the
psychologist.“You’re asking me what I’d do if a suspect grabs me?”Johnson nodded.“I guess
I’d… arrest him?”“How?” asked Johnson.“With some cuffs?”“And?”“Uh…” Kett shrugged.“Your
fists?” Johnson said. “Because we all know how much you like punching people.”“I don’t like
punching people,” Kett said. “But sometimes—”“No punching,” said Johnson. “Under any
circumstances. Is that clear? The first rule of this particular unit is that you are not allowed to
punch anyone.”“I’m going to punch you in a minute,” mumbled Clare, eyeballing the
psychologist.“What?” said Johnson.“What?” Clare echoed, doing his best to pull an expression
of innocence.“Can somebody tell me what you said after the bit where Kett said he was wearing
his elderly grandmother’s suit?” asked Duke, scribbling furiously.“Enough!” roared Clare, ripping
Duke’s pen from his hand and lobbing it across the room. It pinged off a wall and Johnson had to
duck to avoid being hit by the rebound. “Health and safety can wait. Your notes can wait. Your
cheap suit can wait.”“It’s not a cheap—”“Our priority is setting up this tossing unit. We don’t even
have a name for it yet.”“I definitely wouldn’t call it the Tossing Unit,” said Savage.“I don’t know,”
said Porter with a grin. “It would probably make the bad guys run off. ‘Get out of here, it’s the
Tossing Unit!’”Clare threw Porter a look of pure fury.“Sorry,” the DI said. “How about the Bad
Crime Task Force?”“Bad crime?” Savage said. “That’s ridiculous, sir. All crime is bad. That’s the
worst name for a task force I’ve ever heard.”Porter pouted, looking at Kett for backup.“It’s pretty
bad,” said Kett.“I don’t care about the name!” Clare said, his eyes bulging. “Listen to me. Listen to
me very carefully. This is a trial. A probation. Okay? I have been tossed over by every single one
of you at some point in the last few months.”As one, the entire room groaned.“Doesn’t mean
what you think it means,” said Kett.“So one mistake, one error, one foot out of line, and this entire
unit will be disbanded. Is that clear?”Kett nodded.“This only survives if we work together. If we



work as a team. The bad guys out there aren’t messing around. They are deadly serious, they
are prepared, they are ruthless. We cannot beat them unless we are just as serious, and just as
prepared.”And just as ruthless, Kett thought.Clare looked as if he was about to say something
else but he was cut off by the sound of his phone vibrating across the desk. He picked it up,
speaking quietly. Johnson rushed in to fill the void.“Let me present you with a different scenario,”
he said in his unshakably calm voice. “A suspect has taken a car, you are in pursuit in a vehicle,
what steps do you take to keep civilians safe?”“We let Porter drive,” Savage said. “It’s hard to hurt
anyone when you drive everywhere at twelve miles per hour.”Porter almost choked on his
outrage.“I don’t think you’re paying a sufficient amount of attention to how serious this—”Clare
shouldered his way past the psychologist, pocketing his phone.“Looks like you’re back just in
time, Kett,” he said. “We’ve got a body. A young woman. Throat cut, wrapped in brambles,
dumped in the city.”The room fell silent, the mood shifting.“Brambles?” said Porter after a
moment. “That’s a little extreme.”“Extreme Crime,” Savage said. “That’s our name, sir.”Kett
nodded, pushing himself up from the desk.“The Extreme Crime Task Force,” he said. “You hit the
nail on the head, Kate.”“I’ll make it official,” said Clare, pointing to the door. “Now off you
toss.”CHAPTER TWONorwich had never looked more medieval than it did now.The riverside
path had been sealed off, lines of police tape snapping like jousting banners in the wind as Kett
approached from the south. A dozen uniformed constables stood guard, pushing back curious
passers-by. They looked like knights in black, and behind them stood their castle, a circular brick
fortification taller than the trees and pockmarked with small windows. Despite the traffic on the
road on the other side of the river, and the chatter from the police radios, he felt as though he
had fallen through time.“Where’s the body?” he asked as he got within shouting distance of the
nearest constable. The young PC aimed her thumb over her shoulder, using her other hand to
push the hair out of her face only for the wind to throw it right back.“In the tower. On the steps.
Forensics are there already.”Kett nodded his thanks. Savage walked beside him, Porter and
Duke jostling for third place. To the left, the path angled west, following the bend in the river. A
crowd had gathered there, some ogling the scene with wide, hungry eyes, others annoyed that
their route to work had been barricaded. A couple of Uniforms held them back but they looked
like they were struggling.“Oi, you lot,” Kett boomed, loud enough to make one of the constables
jump in fright. “Back off, unless you’ve got something to do with this.”His tone was clear enough
and people began to peel away. A couple of men at the front were holding their phones out, he
realised. Reporters. A middle-aged guy with a voice like gravel pushed against the tape, his arm
out as far as it would go.“Kett, you’re back? Norfolk Constabulary must be desperate, then. Any
comment?”Yeah, Kett thought. Fuck you.But he clamped his mouth around the words, offering a
glare instead.“How do the families of your victims feel about you being back?” the man
persisted.“Ignore him, sir,” Savage said. “He’s a parasite.”Another PC guarded the tower’s only
door and he looked at Duke like he’d seen a bear on a bike.“Morning, guvs,” he said. “How on
earth did you get in the big boys’ club, Duke?”“His sparkling personality,” said Kett, making Duke
grunt in protest. “And his stimulating conversational skills. Where are we going?”He didn’t need



to ask. The opening in the tower led to two gates. Through the first was the interior of the
building, drenched in daylight and completely empty. The second gate was on the right, leading
to a narrow, spiral stairwell that ran up the inside of the wall. Cables stretched inside and the
passage was lit by harsh portable halogens. Shadows spilled over the walls, distorted by the
light and by the rough bricks and looking every bit like monsters from a Disney film. Kett could
hear voices inside, hushed whispers.“It’s tight,” said the PC. “And treacherous. Watch your
feet.”“Thanks,” Kett said, ducking beneath the low arch. “Savage, with me. Porter, I don’t think
you’ll fit.”It stank of death, but he was ready for it. What he wasn’t ready for was the smell of
decomposing vegetation, like he’d pushed his head inside a compost heap. He put the back of
his hand to his mouth as he climbed up the first couple of steps, then he stopped, because there
was nowhere else to go. A carpet of brambles lay in his way, more of them stretching up the
walls, fixed there by what looked like duct tape.And wrapped up in the middle of them, almost
mummified in leaf and thorn, was a body.“Jesus,” said Kett.“Like Christmas, isn’t it?” came a
familiar Trinidadian accent from further up the steps.“Cara?” Kett said.“And I hate Christmas,”
Cara Hay continued. There was a shuffling sound, then the forensic advisor’s hawk-like face
appeared, her shaven head reflecting the lights. “I hate when people give you presents because
you never know what’s inside. Why wrap things up? Why hide it? Just give the present, no?”“You
think that’s what we’ve got here?” Kett asked. “A present?”He put one hand on the wall to steady
himself as he climbed, thorns popping beneath his boots. Beneath its wrapping of thorns, the
body was obviously female and obviously young. The skin was marked by countless little
wounds from the barbs but there wasn’t much blood—not until he took another step and saw her
throat. It had been sawn from side to side, and in the unnatural light the blood looked
artificial.The young woman’s eyes were open, frozen in the unbearable horror of the last thing
she ever saw. So was her mouth, her throat a dark hole. It looked as if she was still
screaming.“Maybe,” Hay said. “Somebody went to a great deal of trouble to present their victim.
The body was wrapped tight in Rubus fruticosus. Blackberry, to you and me. You can even see
some fruit.”She aimed a gloved finger at the girl’s ear and Kett saw a cluster of bulging, overripe
berries. For some reason, the sight of them turned his stomach more than the body itself. There
were ants everywhere, thousands of them.“Little late for blackberries, isn’t it?” he said.
“November?”“Quite,” said Hay. “They’re not attached to the stem. They’ve been
added.”“Added?”“Bought from a supermarket, I guess, and positioned there for effect.”“Oh no,”
said Savage.Kett pressed himself against the wall, allowing her to squeeze in next to him. It felt
ridiculously claustrophobic in here and he focussed for a moment on drawing deep breaths of
stagnant air.“Her throat was cut?” Savage asked.“I’ll leave that to the pathologist, but it seems
like it. There’s no evidence of other injuries. The cuts on her skin seem to have been made post-
mortem when she was wrapped up in brambles. The killer waited until she was dead.”“Small
mercies,” said Savage. “Any ID?”“No clothes, but she has a tattoo on her ankle. There.”Kett
tracked the girl’s legs, seeing the little Space Invader alien tattooed in black ink right on the bone
of her ankle—the size of a fifty pence piece. Ants were crawling off the woman’s bare foot onto



his boots and he tried to shake them off.“And there was this,” Hay said, vanishing into the curve
of the stairwell. When she reappeared she was holding a phone in an evidence bag. It was a
Samsung Galaxy in a pink Hello Kitty case. “This was located on the step above the victim’s
head. According to the witness, it was playing some kind of narration, a story. He thought it might
have been a fairy tale. It’s dead, so it will need to be charged before we find out for sure, and find
out if it belonged to her.”“I’ll do it,” said Kett. He stepped up, reaching over the body and taking
the phone from Hay’s outstretched hand. “Who found her?”“The police downstairs have got the
details but it was a young man. He was supposed to meet the woman here for a date around
eight o’clock but she was dead when he arrived. He tripped and fell, knocked himself out. When
he woke up he was out of it, went walkies and fell in the river. Somebody called it in and the
paramedics had to fish him out.”“He’s alive?” Savage asked. Hay nodded.“And talking?” said
Kett.“That I don’t know. He was out of it most of the night, came around an hour or so ago, which
is why we’ve only just got here. Might be drink, drugs, they’re not sure. He gave the girl’s name,
though. Enya.”“Like the singer?” said Savage. “Unusual.”“That’s it?” Kett asked.“Not quite,” said
Hay. She sighed, wiping her brow on her forearm. “There’s something in the victim’s mouth.”“In
her mouth?” Kett echoed.His back was aching from having to stand in such an awkward position
against the wall, but with Savage next to him there was no room to move. The stones radiated
cold like the building was refrigerated.“Her throat, really,” said Hay. “It’s deep, like she swallowed
it. I was going to leave it to Franklin but she’s been held up.”“You do it,” said Kett.Hay nodded,
vanishing again and speaking to somebody further up the stairs before returning with a pair of
steel tongs.“I won’t be as good at this as Emily.”She shuffled into a better position, angling the
tongs into the corpse’s mouth. It helped that the woman’s jaws were locked wide open, and after
a couple of gentle tugs, the tongs slid free. The smell in the stairwell changed instantly, the acidic
stench of stomach acid making a cold sweat break out on Kett’s face.Hay took the object from
the tongs and held it up. It was a wrap of red cloth the size and shape of a cigar.“Another
present,” Hay said, without any trace of humour. “You want to do it?”“I don’t have gloves,” Kett
replied.“Hang on.”Hay laid the object on an evidence bag and retrieved her camera, the stairwell
strobing as she took her photos. When she was finished, she used a pair of metal tweezers to
pry open the edge of the cloth. It seemed to take forever, but finally she managed to unwrap
whatever had been lodged in the victim’s throat.“No,” said Savage.“What?” Kett asked. He
couldn’t make sense of what he saw there. It looked almost like a slim sausage, or a…“It’s a
finger,” said Hay, even as Kett worked it out. “Not one of our victim’s, either. I’d say female, young
adult. Clean cut through the joint.”The walls of the stairwell seemed to shrink in even further, the
space constricting. Kett felt like he was standing inside a snake’s stomach.“And there’s
something else,” Hay said, turning her attention to the cloth. “There’s paper here. Writing. I think
somebody’s left you a note.”Kett and Savage waited while Hay turned the fabric around, her face
a portrait of concentration. There was a scrap of paper lying on it, the size of an index
card.“‘Once upon a time,’” she read, her voice muffled by the stone walls. “‘A young maiden
waited to be saved from a hideous monster.’”“That’s all?” Kett asked, and the woman shook her



head.“‘But nobody came. Nobody came for her.’”Hay looked up, her eyes glassy.“‘And time after
time, she died.’”CHAPTER THREEDI Porter was often happy to be the size he was—six-foot-
four and almost half as wide—but never more so than right now. The gate of Cow Tower’s dark,
narrow stairwell yawned open and even from here, he could smell death inside. The passage
had swallowed Kett and Savage like they were food, like it meant to digest them, and he was
grateful there hadn’t been room for him.He sucked in a lungful of chilled November air, shielding
his eyes against the sun as it broke through the fast-moving clouds. The river gurgled past,
kicked around the sharp bend, oblivious to the horrors that dwelled beside it. PC Duke had
wandered over to the water and was staring into its depths like he expected to find another body
there. He still had his bloody notepad in his hand.Porter left him to it, scanning the paths and the
neatly trimmed lawns around the tower. The forensic team was hard at it, the scene crawling with
people in white overalls and blue gloves. They’d placed a few evidence markers, but not many.
Chances were, this wasn’t the scene of the crime. He’d put money on it.He turned his attention
to the fringe of the scene, where the crowd had swollen again despite Kett’s warning. The
reporters were still there, of course, more of them now than ever. And it was easy enough to spot
the punters, the ones with rubber necks who were only here for a bit of a thrill. They all had their
phones out, snapping photographs through the line of bad-tempered PCs who really didn’t have
any power to stop them.Another man stood behind the eager onlookers. He didn’t have a phone
and his hands were jammed into the pockets of his dirty, oversized jeans. He was in his early
fifties, his hair and his beard almost entirely grey and his face weathered. He had a large, red
hiker’s rucksack over one shoulder. He looked like a vagrant, and when he pulled a hand free to
scratch his nose his fingers were filthy.And green.Porter walked towards the line, the reporters
clamouring for his attention, a barrage of questions that made his head pound. He didn’t answer
a single one of them, waiting for a PC to lift the police tape before ducking underneath it. The
man with the rucksack was already on the move, walking down the path that led towards the
cathedral. Walking fast.“Hey,” Porter said. “Hey, you.”The man looked over his shoulder, the bag
jiggling as he picked up speed.“Oi, mate!” Porter yelled. “You do not want me taking you down.
Stop moving.”The man showed no sign of listening, breaking into a jog. The path was narrow, a
hedge to the left and the river to the right. There was nowhere for him to go. Porter started to run,
catching up in a heartbeat. Before he could touch him, though, the man ducked past a wooden
bench, grabbing one of the trees that lined the riverbank and doing his best to hide behind it.
Porter stopped beside him, frowning at the back of the man’s head and his bright red
rucksack.“Holy shit!” he said with no small amount of sarcasm. “Where has he gone? He’s
disappeared!”The man’s only reply was a wet, wheezing breath, then a phlegmy cough. He
leaned back and looked at Porter.“Peekaboo,” Porter said. “What’s your name, mate?”“My
name?”“Yeah. Your name. I can tell you what it isn’t. It’s not Harry Potter, because you can’t turn
invisible. So what is it?”“Rupert,” said the man.“The bear?”“No,” he replied with a frown.
“Holden.”“Mr Holden, can you tell me why you were running away from me?”“Because you’re
big,” said Holden. “And scary.”“Then can you tell me why you were watching the tower?”Holden



cleared his throat, struggling away from the tree and almost falling into the river. He yelped and
Porter grabbed one of his outstretched hands, holding onto it even when the man had steadied
himself.“Green fingers,” he said. “You haven’t been cutting any brambles recently, have you?”The
man pulled his arm free, almost tumbling backwards again.“You do realise you’re standing in my
house,” he puffed, his cheeks brighter than ever beneath his grey beard. “I have rights too, you
know.”Porter looked at the tree, then at the rucksack. He nodded, pulling out his warrant card.“DI
Peter Porter, Norfolk Constabulary. You’re homeless?”“No,” Holden said, studying Porter’s ID.
“I’m free. I’m like the guy from that film, Into the Wild. The one who went to live in the
mountains.”“I think he died,” Porter said, returning the wallet to his pocket. “I’ll ask you again,
what were you doing over by the tower?”“Just looking,” said the man. “Not often you hear such a
kerfuffle in your own back garden.”“You know what happened?”“A body,” he said. “I heard them
police talking. A woman. She’s dead?”“Bodies usually are,” said Porter. “Were you here last
night, by any chance?”“Here most nights,” Holden said. “Not all, though. Getting colder. I’ll be
going home for the winter soon.”“Home?”“My house.”“You’ve got a house?”Holden nodded.“Just
over the river there. This is a choice, not a necessity. It’s a way to see the world, to see people for
who they really are. Like you. You saw me in that crowd and decided I was the one worth
chasing. Why is that?”“Fair enough,” Porter said with a shrug. “I don’t know. Call it copper’s
instinct. Murderers often return to the scene of a crime, especially if it means something to them.
I was keeping my eye out, and you caught it. Didn’t help that you ran.”Holden swallowed, staring
past Porter to where the tower could still be seen, hunkered amongst the trees like some
mythical giant.“I was here in the evening,” he said after a moment. “But I got tired of the pissing
rain. Moved over to Pull’s Ferry at about half six, as it was dark. I shelter under the canopy
sometimes, until they move me on.”“You didn’t see anyone suspicious? Anything out of the
ordinary?”Holden moved to the bench and sat down, letting his rucksack slide off his shoulders
between his legs. Porter thought about asking for a look inside then decided against it. Holden
wasn’t wrong. Just because he lived out here didn’t mean he didn’t have rights.“I saw a couple of
fellas going at it on the playing fields yonder,” he said. “Not much romance there I can tell you.
And then a fox took a shit right by my bed.”He pointed at a foul-smelling turd beside the bench
that was thick with flies.“A handful of joggers, a few walkers and dogs, not many boats. But no,
nothing suspicious.”“And your fingers?” Porter said, nodding at the man’s hands.“The council’s
just mowed the grass. It’s a nightmare because everything goes green. Doesn’t come off.”Porter
pulled out his wallet again, retrieving a business card.“You think of anything else, let me know,”
he said. “And think hard, okay? Ask around for me.”The man took the card, tucking it into his
rucksack.“Sure, I’ll add it to my Filofax when I get to my office, and fax you if I think of
anything.”He said it with such seriousness that Porter didn’t know whether to believe him or
not.“Right, okay. And a word of advice, Mr Holden. If a copper tells you to stop, just stop.”“Sure.
Close the door on the way out, will you?”The man broke into a breathless laugh as Porter
headed back the way he’d come. The river was to his left now and a tourist boat chugged down
it, a couple of bored kids sitting on the roof. They waved to him and he waved back, smiling. By



the time he’d ducked under the tape again, Kett and Savage were walking out of the tower. Both
of them looked a couple of decades older than when they’d entered. Savage bent over, bracing
her hands on her knees.“Bad?” Porter asked.“Awful,” she replied, straightening. “That poor
woman. Her throat was cut and she was mummified in brambles. And that’s not even the worst of
it.”“The killer left a finger in her mouth,” said Kett, a bagged phone in his hand. “Somebody else’s
finger.”“Fuck me,” said Porter, his stomach lurching in a sudden cramp. “ID?”“Not yet, sir,” said
Savage.“I’ll send a PC back to HQ with this,” Kett said, looking at the phone. “It should help. Only
witness was a man who thought he was supposed to meet her for a date. Claimed her name was
Enya.”“Where’s the man?” Porter asked.“Ran off when he saw the body, fell in the river. He’s in
the hospital.”“Did he say what time he found the body?”“Eight, give or take,” said Kett. “But he
didn’t wake up until early this morning which is why we’re only just here. What do you make of
this?”Kett used his free hand to pull out his phone, squinting as he flicked through the apps.“You
need reading glasses, sir?” Savage said.“No, I bloody do not,” Kett grumbled, holding the phone
at arm’s length until he found whatever it was he was looking for. He handed it over and Porter
saw a photograph of a note, white paper smeared with blood. It had been written using a
typewriter, or on a computer with a similar font. He read it in silence.Once upon a time, a young
maiden waited to be saved from a hideous monster.But nobody came. Nobody came for her.And
time after time, she died.First, she called herself Sweet Briar Rose. This noisy girl thought she
would live forever, she thought that her beauty would make her eternal. But even the prettiest
roses have to die, because monsters hate pretty things. He wrapped her in thorns to mar her
beauty, but the princess fell asleep and woke again—just as beautiful, just as arrogant.Once
upon a time… our princess, reborn, dances now with two strong men, but she won’t dance for
long.She won’t dance past tomorrow’s midnight.“Fuck me,” Porter said again, handing the phone
back. “Does this mean what I think it means?”“Yeah,” said Kett, looking back at the tower.
“Unless we figure out who killed our girl, somebody else is going to die.”CHAPTER FOUR“It’s un-
tossing-believable!”Clare’s voice was so loud it was distorting the speakers in Porter’s car, and
Kett turned the volume down before they all went deaf. The Mondeo was caught in traffic in
Norwich’s aptly named Tombland because a bus had broken down by the cathedral gates,
steam rising from the engine at the back. The air was full of angry honks and Kett was half
tempted to climb out of the car and start shouting.“This is exactly what I was talking about,” Clare
went on. “A serial killer, right here on our doorstep. This is Norwich, not bloody Juárez.”“We don’t
know it’s a serial killer yet,” Kett said. “The letter might be an empty threat. This feels more like a
crime of anger, or passion. You don’t kill somebody like that without knowing them, without them
meaning something to you.”“It was almost ceremonial,” said Savage.“Or sacrificial,” Porter added
as he pulled the car around the bus. “An offering, or something.“Or floral,” said Duke from the
back. Kett turned to look at him, one eyebrow raised.“Floral?”“Yeah, you know, like a florist. The
brambles…”Duke trailed off, shrinking into his seat.“Yeah, it could be floral,” Kett said, rolling his
eyes. “Duke’s cracked it. Any hope of an ID?”“Spalding’s going through misper reports as we
speak, but there’s nobody called Enya. It’s not exactly a common name. We’ve got one possible



lead, though. A young woman reported missing by her mum this morning. Claims she never
came home, and that’s unusual. Bears a passing resemblance to our victim.”“Savage will check
it out,” said Kett, his neck cricking as he turned to the back again. “If that’s okay with you?”“Of
course, sir,” she said.“Porter and I will head to the hospital to speak with the man who found her.
I think it’s weird that he didn’t mention it to anyone until this morning.”“Yeah,” said Clare. “Very
weird. His name’s… uh, hang on… Kevin Dufrane. Christ, if there was ever a good name for a
serial killer, that’s it. He’s got no record, though. He’s up at the NNUH. I’ve posted a constable
outside the ward just in case Dufrane decides he has better places to be.”“Sir,” said Kett.Clare
sighed down the line.“And be quick about it,” the Super said. “Because I’ve got a bad feeling
about this.”Me too, Kett thought as he ended the call. Me too.It took over an hour to reach the
hospital, and that was only partly because they dropped off Savage and Duke on the way. By the
time Porter pulled into the drop-off area it was coming up for ten and a fine drizzle was falling.
The Mondeo’s wipers squeaked like angry rodents as they ground back and forth.“West wing,”
Kett said.“How does it feel?” Porter asked as they climbed out. “Being back.”“It feels…”Kett
hesitated, not quite sure how to answer. Or maybe there were too many answers to that
question. Because he felt anxious that he’d been thrown right back into the deep end, and
worried that he wouldn’t have what it took to find the woman’s killer. He felt bad for betraying his
promise to Billie that they would have a fresh start, and guilty for potentially putting himself in
harm’s way again when the girls needed him. He felt furious that the world was so messed up he
needed to be here in the first place, that there were people who would kill a young woman and
wrap her in brambles. But he felt relieved, too, that he was back where he belonged, back where
he could do the most good, where he could help.And above all, he felt excited. There was no
denying it. It churned inside his stomach, it drove the adrenaline through his body, it made the
world feel crystal clear, as sharp as a blade. It made him feel alive.“…fine,” he finished.They
waited for the automatic door to open painfully slowly before making their way to the lifts.“Well, I
for one am glad to have you back,” Porter said as they rode up. He clapped a big hand on Kett’s
shoulder. “It’s good to have you here.”“You’re not going to break into a song and a dance are you,
Pete?”Porter’s laugh was almost deafening in the confined space.“Only if it’s an order, sir.”The
doors opened and they followed the signs, spotting an older uniformed constable who was
reading the newspaper outside of the ward door. She looked up, nodding to them.“Either of you
any good at crosswords?” she asked. “Heard about ink? You bait a device for warming eggs.
Nine letters.”“Uh…” said Kett. “No idea, sorry.”“Try incubator,” said Porter.The woman studied the
newspaper, then smiled.“Spot on,” she said.Kett actually felt his jaw drop. The big DI
shrugged.“What? Allie and I do them at the weekend. It’s a lost art. Ink, you, bait. Answer’s right
there in the clue.”“Full of surprises, you are,” Kett said, looking through the door. There were six
beds in the ward but only two were occupied. An older man lay in one by the window, lost in the
pattern of the rain on the glass. A younger guy sat up in a bed in the middle, staring at the wall
opposite with a hundred-yard stare. Kett knew exactly what he was seeing. He’d probably be
seeing it for the rest of his life.“Dufrane?” he asked the PC, and she nodded at the younger



man.“He’s an arsehole, just to warn you,” she said. “Does his best to hide it, but even if you bury
a shit beneath a fancy carpet you can still smell it.”Kett laughed quietly as he entered the ward.
Dufrane heard him coming, snapping his head around, his whole body flinching beneath the thin
sheets like he’d been given an electric shock. From this angle, Kett could see the ugly bruise that
mottled the side of his head, stretching over the bridge of his nose. His left eye was so bloodshot
that it was almost entirely red. It made him look vampiric.“Kevin Dufrane?” Kett asked when he
reached the end of the bed. He pulled out his brand new warrant card, realising that this was the
first time he’d flashed it since being back. “DCI Robert Kett, Norfolk Constabulary. This is DI
Peter Porter. We’d like a moment to speak with you, if that’s okay?”Dufrane took a sharp breath
as if he meant to reply, then held it. He licked his lips as he studied them, his bad eye winking
like he was trying to convey a secret message.“Do I—?” He broke into a hacking cough that was
far more dramatic than it needed to be. “Do I need to call my lawyer?”“Do you have a lawyer?”
Kett asked. “Most men your age don’t.”“No, of course I…” Dufrane hesitated again. “Look, I don’t
know why you’re here. I told that old woman over there my story already and I’m injured. I was
hurt.”“Your story,” said Kett. “That’s an odd word to use. Do you like stories?”“Do you like fairy
tales?” Porter added. “Sleeping Beauty, maybe?”“I’m a grown man,” Dufrane spat back. “Of
course I don’t like fairy tales. They’re for children. And women.”The way he spat out that last word
spoke volumes. Kett had to bite down on his anger.“Can you tell me what you told my colleague,”
he said. “It would really help us out. You were planning on meeting a woman for a date? This was
somebody you’d spoken to before? Enya?”Dufrane nodded, some of the fight leaving him. He
stared at his sheets, lost in his memories.“We’ve been speaking for a little while, online.
Facebook, mainly.”“Days? Weeks?”“A couple of weeks.”“And you know her name?”“Enya,” he
spat back as if it was the stupidest question in the world.“Surname?”At this, his mouth
flapped.“She didn’t have one. Not on Facebook anyway. Her mother is a British spy, she can’t
give out all her information.”“I’m sorry, what?” said Porter, a smile on his face. “A spy?”“Look,
she’s not like all the other women. She doesn’t just care about… about muscles and good
looks.”Dufrane glared at Porter and Kett saw the hate there, a lifetime of impotent, jealous rage.
He’d met men like this before, too many of them. A desperate sense of entitlement that quickly
turned to anger—and sometimes violence.“She liked me, and she was the one who asked to
meet.”“She wanted to meet you last night?” Kett asked. “At the tower?”“She liked history. She
said she wanted to show me somewhere magical.”“That’s the word she used? Magical?”“I can’t
remember,” Dufrane said, rubbing his swollen temple. “But she wanted to meet me there. At
eight.”“Did she say what for?” Kett asked.“What do you mean? Have you never been on a date?
Talking, kissing, I don’t know. The usual stuff.”“And you’ve never met her in the flesh before?”
Porter asked.“Never. But you just know when it’s real. You know when you’ve met your soulmate,
even if you don’t actually, you know, see each other. I loved her.”“Did she ask you to bring
money?” Kett asked, and Dufrane’s mouth hung open.“Just a little,” he said after a moment. “To
help her move away from home.”“You ever heard of the word catfish, Kevin?” said Porter, and the
look that flashed over the young man’s face made it seem like he was about to leap out of the



bed and jump on the DI.“Walk us through what happened,” Kett said when Dufrane didn’t
answer.He didn’t want to answer this question either, his reluctance was worked into every
flinch, every uncomfortable movement. But after a moment he started talking.“I had a pint at the
pub. The Adam and Eve. Left just before eight. Maybe ten to eight. Walked along the river, saw a
jogger and a couple of people walking. But it was quiet because of the rain. Found the tower,
looked inside. The gate to the stairs was open and I could hear her talking.”“Wait, you heard her
talking?” Kett said.
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Kim J., “Excellent addition!. Another excellent story by Alex Smith in the DCI Kett series! I always
get excited when I see another book in this series up for presale! I was a little worried that he
wouldn't go back, and that would be the end. And we have so much more to learn about him and
his team. And he just made up with his mom, and it's not been long since he got his wife back.
Too much to tell still, so I'm glad its not over! I will say that it is Alex Smith , JD Kirk, and David
Gatword that really got me into reading British Police Procedurals. And lets not forget Charlie
Gallagher! Now I can't read anything else!!!”

Marianna Thompson, “Kett Back in Harness. Battered bruised but unbowed DCI Kett took us on
another wild ride in pursuit of a monstrous killer. The masked identities are fascinating but the
team always sees things through in the end. These novels are scary but literate and human from
every angle.Always a good read!”

KsGrl444, “Great Fun!. What a fun mystery and whodunit. I was guessing the whole way
through. I am so enjoying Superintendent Clare, between his crotchal area, nose hair and his
BTJ, he has added so much to the fun of the books. Well done.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Absolutely fabulous. I truly enjoy DCI Kett and the characters that's work
with him. You cant help but too love them.The writing is done very well and in a realistic fashion .
I cant wait to read what's next for DCI Kett.”

Elizabeth P., “Great Book!!. These books are so good! The team of detectives are among the
best. They are a solid, dedicated group. The humor is spot on! It’s not over done. I highly
recommend this series!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Kett gets his man!. Good story. Well plotted. Consistent characters.
Good mystery. Always enjoy the Kett novels. Good action scenes. Highly recommend. Waiting
for another good novel.”

Jennie Pierce, “Sweet. I enjoyed every minute of this light entertainment. There were a few
laughs inside as well.  I'm about to read the last book of the series.”

W. Whitley, “Smashing. Great read, Alex. I couldn't put it down, needing to know what happens
next.  Good to see DCI Kett back in action.”

Kelly Harrison, “My favourite plot of the series so far. To be honest I'm wavering between a 3 and
4 star rating but I raced through the book and found this to be my favourite plot of the series so
far so I'm going with the higher.There was genuine tension as to whether the women would be



saved in time, and it was well paced, new events or characters progressing the plot without
losing the mounting tension at any point.Character wise I liked that Kett was back although I'm at
the point where I perhaps want to see some more development of Pete and Kate alongside
Kett's usual inner woe and family life.I waver on the 3 star rating because I found some of the
writing a bit repetitive, not only as a series but within this book.The constant mention of Keefe's
bullet itching/burning/causing pain at various points - it was maybe needed once to remind us
but every time it popped up I rolled my eyes.I also struggled with the jokes in this one. While
sometimes I genuinely laughed at the banter, the constant tossing and 'it's not what you think it
means' conversations are too much now. This is book 8, I feel like the joke is over now.As a
standalone then 4 stars for an addictive plot, as part of the series 3 stars because I want more
development of the secondary characters and for some of the jokes to move on and to ease up
on the repetition.”

Mark, “Sweet Briar Rose -. Kett & co at the best still. Again, Alex serves up another face paced,
exciting and humorous story. As normal, the story keeps you guessing who’s guilty, it’s full of
humour and it leave you wanting to read the next instalment. I have said this before, you can
read these standalone, but you will get far more understanding going back to the first in the
series and reading them all. It’s well worth it and I thoroughly recommend it. All the books are
great and you’ll not be disappointed. Thank you Alex. 5 out of 5 from me again! Can’t wait for the
next episode.”

kp, “Fast paced, intense crime thriller. Another great book by Alex Smith. I am really enjoying the
DCI Kett series and would recommend it to everyone. I think the author's style would appeal to
most readers, not only those who usually pick up a crime novel.There were a few places in this
book where I felt Kett's character wavered from the norm in terms of his language and thought
process, but that might just be me. However, I still thoroughly enjoyed this book and raced
through it in record time.I would recommend this to all readers, but I am certain that readers of
Angela Marsons, Patricia Gibney, James Patterson or Caroline Mitchell will definitely enjoy the
works of this author. I would definitely recommend starting at the beginning of the series. It's not
necessary, but it will make it even better.Happy reading!”

Sarah, “The horror of fairy tales!. I think I keep repeating myself but once again we have a superb
installment from Alex Smith into the brutal world of DCI Kett and the major investigation team.
Within a very short time from rejoining the team, DCI Kett is pulled into the dark and gruesome
world of monstrous crime. Alex does not hold back in his descriptive writing resulting in your toes
curling at the torture and horror that the victims are put through. I had flash backs to the start of
my married life as I lived in RAF married quarters in Watton for almost six and a half years and
know the folklore of Wayland woods. I have happy memories fortunately and loved living there. I
truly cannot wait for the next book”



Wendy S Mottart, “Outstanding yet again.. I just love this author's books. The characters all gel
together so well and I'm invested in them all. There are real laugh out load moments in the book,
usually involving Colin Clare but there is such darkness in there too - just the right mix I think. I
really enjoyed this book and completed it in one sitting which isn't unusual with this author! One
request if I may, please give PC Duke a bigger role in future stories, he is a keeper and gives the
reader some much needed giggles. There is a long time to wait until Jaw Breaker but I'm sure it
will be worth it. Bravo Alex for a job well done.”

The book by Alex Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,223 people have provided feedback.
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